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An artfully playful collection of unexpected and
remarkable facts about animals, illustrated by
Swedish artist Maja Sä?fström. Did you know that an
octopus has three hearts? Or that ostriches can't
walk backward? These and many more fascinating
and surprising facts about the animal kingdom (Bees
never sleep! Starfish don't have brains!) are
illustrated with whimsical detail in this charming
collection.
Waddle like a penguin, wriggle like a worm It's
Animal Fun time at the gym All join in This picture
book of aerobic-style fun for toddlers encourages
readers to scuttle like a crab, jump like a frog, stomp
like an elephant and gallop like a horse. They can
roar and snap, wriggle and roll.
Dash! Hide! Splash! Ride! Exuberant text celebrates
all the different ways animals play, from rhinos taking
mud baths and parrots somersaulting through the air
to kangaroos boxing and dolphins diving through the
surf. Additional text explains how playing benefits
animals. Fascinating back matter gives more
information about the featured animals in the book
and encourages readers to make time to play every
day!
With ArteKids, children discover the world of art and
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learn English and Spanish at the same time.
Introduce your child to the fundamentals of animal
life by connecting them to the world of art in a
unique, fun, and colorful way. The book incorporates
artwork found in the collections of the San Antonio
Museum of Art with phrases and words in English
and Spanish to make bilingual learning and art
exciting for eager young learners and their teachers
and parents.
With adorable full-color photographs throughout and
simple activities to be enjoyed with Mom or Dad’s
guidance, Ranger Rick Jr. books are perfect for
young children starting to learn about the world
around them. These small books are a great way to
start your child’s first library! Animal Homes will
explore the many habitats of North American
animals! Through full color photographs and
illustrations, and educational, entertaining text, this
book shows that. just like us, all sorts of animals
have their own ways of building homes!
A board book with dozens of flaps to lift and discover
animals divided into categories. All animals featured
include their names for easy reading and learning,
and the tough board pages with round corners
guarantee many hours of safe fun.
Animal Fun from a to ZDecorative Flash Cards
"Did you know the natural world is a construction
zone? Amazing animals all over the world are
building all kinds of structures every single day. This
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fascinating, fact-filled book will captivate young
scientists and naturalists and have them looking out
for animal construction projects happening in their
own backyards!"-Explore the animal world, from aardvark to zebu!
Discover hundreds of animals, great and small. Lion and
lizard, whale and wombat. Learn one wild fact about
each animal. (Did you know that gorillas yawn when they
are nervous?) Look carefully, because for each letter of
the alphabet, one animal is pictured eight times. Why 8?
Come inside and find out!
A silly and smart hand-lettered alphabet book with 26
original illustrations of fun-to-say plant + animal hybrids.
Giggles guaranteed. Illustrated and hand-lettered by
Veronica Fannin.56 full-color pages. 7" x 7" Hardcover,
high-quality printing.
A seriously silly ABC book packed with imaginary
animals from the creator of the Llama Llama books,
Anna Dewdney, and Reed Duncan. From A is for
Anonymouse and I is for Incredibull, to K is for
Kangarude and R is for Rocktopus, this ABC book will
have readers laughing out loud as they learn the
alphabet with animals they may never have seen--or
even heard of--before.
Life-size pop-up photographs introduce information
about bunnies, ducklings, piglets, lambs, and ponies,
including where they live and what they eat.
Get creative with Super Simple Pet Critter Crafts! From a
hamster ball to a floating lantern fish, these fun and easy
projects will get kids crafting while they learn about
different animal habitats. The crafts are super simple and
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tons of fun. Each project includes colorful photos and
easy-to-follow instructions. Aligned to Common Core
Standards and correlated to state standards. Super
Sandcastle is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of
ABDO.
This ABC alphabet book for children is full illustrated. Ebook full of nice picture of animal will teach your kids
alphabet in easy way. After each letter you can find small
quiz for children which you can guess with them. Also,
on the end of the book you can play games which will
help your children remember alphabet for long time.
Games are fun and education. The e-book is suitable for
any children, toddlers who love animals. Beautiful book
with nice animals for kids with full alphabet.
This book was created for young children between the
ages of 2 - 6. You and your loved ones will fall in love
with the baby animals in this book. Your children will
have fun discovering the different names of baby animals
that are accompanied with an interesting fact. In this
book, children will first of all see the adult animal which is
depicted in a cartoon image and then on the next page,
they will discover a cute photo of a baby animal. Get
your copy today.
Explore the world of ABCs with these charming flash
cards by artist Lisa DeJohn. Printed on sturdy board and
featuring an engaging collection of animalsincluding
dragonflies, sea horses, and warthogsthese cards are
perfect for little fingers and inquisitive minds.
Did you know that a blue whale's tongue can weigh as
much as an elephant. Learn the alphabet with some
amazing animals and get to know some cool facts about
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each one of them.
The perfect affordable baby shower gift idea! Teach your
child the ABCs with animals! Each letter of the alphabet
tells a story of an animal like: Amazing ants amuse
awesome alligators. Kids learning their ABCs will love
the fun stories and pictures! A good toddler and baby
book for reinforcing the alphabet in a silly way. And it's a
great kindergarten book to read aloud, too! Buy the book
and teach your child the alphabet today!
Animal Alphabet Fun Book is a fun andinteractive
learning experience for yourchild. Each letter has a 4 line
rhyme with fullcolour pictures. Give your child the
besthead start in learning their ABC's.
Big or small? Loud or quiet? Opposites can be found
everywhere in the animal kingdom! This large-format
board book introduces opposites to children in a very
interesting way. Comparing hundreds of animals, the
book shows beasts that like the cold and those that like
the heat, animals that swim and animals that fly, tiny
animals and huge ones, quiet creatures vs. loud
creatures, grown animals and baby animals! The fun
never ends! Babies and tots will be thrilled by the
amusing images of 141 animals from around the world in
this beautifully illustrated board book by Nastja Holtfreter
(My Animal Atlas and My World of Animals 36-Piece
Floor Puzzle). Kids will spend hours discovering the
colorful, diverse, and unique animals of the world.
This Nocturnals Grow & Read Animal Activity Book will
keep children ages 6-8 entertained with over 150 funfilled activities. These include word games, puzzles,
mazes, drawing activities, coloring pages, and activities
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that build empathy.
Hours upon hours of coloring and activity fun featuring
amazing and adorable wild baby animals! The Animal
Planet: Wild Baby Animals Coloring Book is 224 pages
packed with baby gorillas, lion cubs, young crocodiles,
newly hatched owls, and many more baby animals that
are born and grow up in the wild. This book is chock-full
of pages to color, mazes, matching, spot the difference,
drawing, and other activities, and it includes dozens of
fascinating facts, too.
Instructions for making twenty simple clay-based projects
with animal themes.
NEW!! (August 2020) A fun animal picture counting book
for kids ages 2 to 5 years old that consist of three types
of activities. Questioning and answering: learn to count
numbers through pictures of animals (either on a
particular animal or multiple animals), answers can be
found at the back of the page. Coloring of numbers: learn
to recognise numbers while having fun coloring and
counting it. Tracing of numbers from 1 to 9. This book
allows little learners to improve on their numeracy,
creative, visual spatial and fine motor skills. Product
Description: Size: 8.25" x 8.25" (Perfect size to bring with
you anywhere you go) Pages: 41 Objective: To keep the
little ones entertained and learn
Introducing a stunning alphabet board book, bursting
with hilarious animal illustrations that children and adults
will adore! Each amazing animal is doing a fun activity
that relates to a letter of the alphabet. The simple word
labels help children learn the alphabet in a fun way.
Teach your preschool child animals and letters and start
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the first steps of learning...all while reading and having
fun together! ABC's for Kids: Animal Fun Letters for
Babies and Toddlers is a beautifully designed letter book
bound to be your toddler's favorite and withstand wear
and tear from a preschooler. ABC's for Kids: Animal Fun
Letters for Babies and Toddlers uses hand illustrated
images of animals for each letter of the alphabet, from A
to Z, and color codes each page for additional visual
cues. Help develop your child's early learning, as this
book is designed to captivate a young child's attention
while being a building block for learning. ABC's for Kids:
Animal Fun Letters for Babies and Toddlers features
vivid colors and illustrations on white backgrounds. This
is ideal for capturing a toddlers attention and can be the
first of many books in your young one's library. Animals
featured include alligators, monkeys, sheep, iguanas,
frogs, turtles, narwhals and more! ABC's for Kids: Animal
Fun Letters for Babies and Toddlers features a simple
point-and-say out loud layout that helps build the
vocabulary of children through repetition.
Animal Alphabet Activity Coloring Book: Fun with Letters,
Colors and Animals: Fun Activity Workbook for Toddlers
& Kids 26 super cute images of different of different
animals to color; each attached to the letter that starts off
their name. These amazing pages are great fun to color
on and kids will use their imagination to make beautiful
images and practice their letters and words on each
page spread! With a blank page on the back of each
animal and letter, kids can use color markers that won't
bleed through another cute animal or use crayons and
have an extra 26 pages to draw, scribble and sketch on!
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- Featuring 26 super lovable animals from the letters A to
Z - Cute animals to color in while learning your alphabet!
The pictures are very nice, funny and easy to color. Parents, friends, brothers and sisters can all have fun
teaching young children various ways to color, learn the
alphabet, learn how to sound out letters and words and
more. - Single-sided coloring pages. Images are printed
on the front of pages only, so you don't need to worry
about bleed-through if you choose to use markers!
How do animals live? What do they eat? Is a human
being an animal? Children have all sorts of questions
about animals, and in My Animal Book those questions
are answered. A little girl named Koko helps children
think about animals and make comparisons with their
own lives. There are also three intrepid explorers who go
on adventures to a variety of places to find out about
different species. Young readers investigate each topic
by playing and learning. The book is energetic and bold
in its illustration, with contributions from a variety of
illustrators. It has a sense of humor, and its large format
makes it feel friendly and approachable for children ages
five and up.
Learn what animals do in fall to prepare for winter. Fun
illustrations and a story-like text combine to reveal
changes in animal behavior, including hibernation and
migration. Critical thinking and comprehension questions
help readers engage with the text.
An Animal Fun Facts coloring book is a wonderful way to
get children interested in learning about wildlife and the
natural world around them. Most children have a favorite
animal and will enjoy learning more about that favorite
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creature, as well as learning about many other animals
around the world. An animal coloring book is also a great
way to introduce small children to the topic of science
and biology before they begin school. And, of course,
coloring is also a fun way to spend a rainy day with your
child!
Learn all about orangutans in this fun and informational
text. Like all books in the My Favorite Animal Series,
Orangutans offers engaging facts and checks the
reader's knowledge and comprehension throughout the
book.
I See Animals Activity Book See if you can find all the
animals correctly in this fun activity book for kids ages
2-4! See if you can spot the animal for each letter shown,
then turn the page to see if you had the right answer. A
great gift to encourage young readers and leaders to
interact and learn about letters in the alphabet * Thick
high-quality white paper * Matte cover for a high-quality
professional finish * Perfectly sized at 8.25 x 8.25 inches
(20.96 x 20.96 cm) Good Luck!

Learn all about groundhogs in this fun and
informational text. Like all books in the My Favorite
Animal Series, Groundhogs offers engaging facts
and checks the reader's knowledge and
comprehension throughout the book.
A is for alligator and Z is for zebra! Showcasing the
adorable vintage-inspired animal illustrations of
Japanese artist Junzo Terada, these distinctive flash
cards feature an animal for every letter of the
alphabet. Printed on sturdy board, these cards are
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educational and absolutely delightful perfect for both
play and display!
Relax and free your creative mind with this fun and
easy adult coloring book! 50% Off for a Limited
Time! Are you searching for a delightful coloring
book which features an adorable animal town? Do
you want to stir your imagination as you breathe life
into scenic gardens, storefronts, cafés and more?
Then this book is for you! Specially crafted by BestSelling brand of 100+ illustrated masterpieces,
Coloring Book Cafe, this fun and adorable coloring
book showcases a magical animal town with
beautiful storefronts, charming neighbourhoods,
stunning gardens, and so much more! Designed to
be an easy, fun coloring book for passing the time,
this book is perfect for those lazy days where you
just want to relax and mindlessly color! With tons of
cuddly animals including rabbits, pandas, chickens,
foxes, cats, dogs, and even hippopotamus, this book
lets you slip into a meditative trance as you bring
their quaint little town to life. Whether you dream of
rustic cottages, old-fashioned storefronts, or cafés
adorned with delicious cakes, this quirky and
whimsical book is sure to delight! Plus, with
thumbnails of every illustration, you can practice
your skills and stir your imagination before going big!
Coloring Book Details: 30 hand-drawn images
exclusively designed to stimulate your artistic
ambition Separately printed sheets to prevent bleedPage 10/12
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through and allow you to easily remove and frame
your favorites! Suitable for markers, gel pens,
colored pencils, fine-liners, and watercolors An
assortment of simple and intricate designs to
accommodate every skill level And hours upon hours
of coloring enjoyment and meditative relaxation
Whether you want to let your mind wander with
some meditative coloring, or if you're looking for an
ingenious gift idea for friends of family, the Animal
Town Coloring Book makes for an easy, peaceful,
and thoroughly enjoyable experience! Ready to start
coloring? Scroll up and buy now!
In this new board book you will find young kids with
Down syndrome enjoying themselves with a
veritable menagerie of animal friends. Dogs, cats,
goats, ducks, ferrets, horses, and more adorable
animals get in on the fun. Mixes fun with ample
opportunity to learn and practice action and noun
words, such as giggling at a guinea pig, and talking
to a parrot. Full color photos and sturdy cardboard
pages make this book both entertaining and
indestructible for toddlers. From author Marjorie
Pitzer, whose other board books featuring children
with Down syndrome include I Can, Can You? and I
Like Berries, Do You?
Learn about animals you could be living with in your
back yard. These animals can be found all over the
world. The facts you will learn about these animals
can be fun and exciting. A great book to read to your
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kids.
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